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Buffer hopper

2

Dust collector

3

Bottom filling type pacling machine

4

Auto bagging machine

The hopper volume is designed according to the
actual requirements of customers.

Modle choose according to the actual requirements
of customers.

DCS-100C-CXL-DM

JBB-G1-2A

Main components
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Function:
As a buffering bin between packing machine and front-end equipment.

Features:
Hopper volume:according to the design(standard is 300L)
Designed with nitrogen pre filling port (optional).

Level sensor installation method:
clamp type for quick disassembly

Hopper two part connection method:
clamp type for quick disassembly
Half-open door structure, the
interior can be completely cleaned.

Combined design, can be completely disassembled, easy to internal cleaning.

The design has high frequency power vibrator, compared with the traditional vibrator noise
is smaller.
The high frequency features ensure that the materials will not bridge in the hopper and can
fall into the rear section smoothly.
The hopper is equipped with high and low level sensor. When the material level is lower
than the low level setting value, the feeding signal can be sent out; when the material level is
higher than the high level setting value, the stop feeding signal can be send out.

Part 1:buffer hopper
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※ The packing machine has its own dust recovery system.
※ Four dust removal pipes are designed around the feeding screw, which
can recover the dust generated in the filling process to the buffer hopper of
the packing machine through the negative pressure system of the vacuum
feeder.
※ The bottom filling method can suppress the dust generation in the process
of controlling the product drop. In many practical applications, only 1.5kw fan
is needed to provide power to meet the dust recovery in the packaging
process.

Part 2:dust collector

.
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※ Nitrogen filling port is set beside high frequency vibrator, and the product and
nitrogen are fully mixed during vibration. Figure 1

※ Bottom filling is equipped with a lifting-down mechanism. When the filling
screw is inserted into the inner position about 10cm from the bottom of the bag,
nitrogen replacement is carried out according to the preset time. Figure 2

※ When above process is ready, here will send a success signal, and the filling
screw starts to work. The double-layer structure of the screw material cup is
designed as shown in Figure 3, which can discharge the air in the product during
the filling process and further increase the control of residual oxygen.

Part 3:bottom filling
type packing machine
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※ Feeding part adopts single auger vertical feeding, and adopts frequency conversion technology to
realize multi-stage speed control of motor, so as to realize fast, medium and fine three speed
feeding. Combined with the modification of preset point parameters, the best proportion of coarse,
medium and fine feeding quantity can be ensured, so as to ensure the system to improve the
packaging speed on the premise of ensuring the accuracy. The lifting device adopts servo drive and
stepless speed change, which can automatically adjust the lifting height according to the weight of

4

the product in the bag, so as to ensure the drop between the material level and the blanking port of
the product in the bag, and minimize the generation of dust. Figures 4, 5 and 6

Ø

5

6

packing speed：1 bag per minute / set in nitrogen charging

※ Feeding port is equipped with a fast cut-off door to ensure that there will be no redundant

state and 1.5 bag per minute / set in closed nitrogen charging state

materials falling after the completion of material filling, which effectively improves the measurement

Ø

packing accurate；±0.2%

accuracy.

Ø

filling range：15-30kg

Ø

power：8kW；

Ø

material：except the transmission part, the whole machimade

※ Man machine interface, integrated display with auto bagging machine, with
fault self diagnosis function.

of SUS304

Part 3:bottom filling
type packing machine
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§ 1. Bag magazine (bag storage plate)

When the auto bagging machine starts to work, the
sensor senses whether the bags have been placed.

§ 2. Bag supply structure

The structure uses a vacuum suction cup to adsorb the
packaging bag (use a vacuum switch to detect whether
the empty bag has been adsorbed), lift it in place, and
then safely send the bag to the bag clamp.

3

1

§ 3. Bag holder and discharge chute

This unit is used to clamp the bag edge which
transmitted by the bag supply unit and to open the bag
mouth for filling. Then the discharge chute is opened to
fill the bag with materials.

§ 4. Bag moving and guiding structure

The bag moving unit sends the full bag to the bag guide unit. Guide unit grasps
the top (mouth) of the bag filled with materials transported by the conveyor belt
to prevent the product from contacting with the air, and makes the bag move in
the required direction, so as to facilitate the sealing operation.

4-2
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Part 4:auto
bagging machine

.
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Ø Correct and reliable mechanical operation replacing manual
bag feeding reaches high high degree of automation and high
production efficiency.

Main technical paremeters
Model

Ø The use of CNC valve bucket components makes the
packaging operation more stable.
Ø All transmission units are equipped with safety shield to
ensure safe and stable operation on site.
Ø Equipped with dust removal device, to prevent the dust from
blowing out in the packing process and keep the site hygeian
and clean.
Ø Output conveyor can be adjusted up and down for different
sizes bags.
Ø Lifting-down bottom filling and weighing, reduce the material
discharging height and dusting, and ensuring the accuracy.

JB-G1-2AN

Bag
material
Bag size
Machine
dimension

Filling
method

Packing
material

Max packing
capacity

Filling
weight

Air
comsumption

Power

vertical
screw/sprial
filling

powder

180bags/hr

10-50kg/
bag

950L/min

10KW

a. multi-layers kraft paper bag
b. film covered woven bag
c. plastic bag(film thickness 0.18-0.25mm)
Length:600-1050mm
Width:420-520mm
Bottom width:75mm(take kraft paper bag as an example)
3550*2400*4800mm

Part 4:auto
bagging machine
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Part 4:auto
bagging machine
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Item

Name

Brand

Origin

FESTO

Germany

SICK

Germany

1

Cylinder

2

Photoelectric switch

3

Limit switch

OMRON

Japan

4

Load cell

TOLEDO

Sweden

5

Weighing instrument

TOLEDO

Sweden

6

Pneumatic component

SMC

Japan

7

Electric component

SIEMENS

Germany

8

PLC

SIEMENS S7-1200

Germany

9

Touch screen

SIEMENS

Germany

10

Motor

NORD

Germany

11

Photoelectric sensor

OMRON

Japan

12

Power switch

OMRON

Japan

13

Inverter

SIEMENS

Germany
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Application Scope
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Similar Machine

